
WASHINGTON: The United States on Monday
removed the currency manipulator label it imposed on
China last summer, in a sign of easing tensions between
the economic powers after nearly two years of conflict.
Just two days before President Donald Trump is set to
sign a “phase one” trade agreement with China, the US
Treasury said in its semi-annual report to Congress that
the yuan has strengthened and Beijing is no longer con-
sidered a currency manipulator.

Although Treasury refrained from slapping the label
on China in its report last May, Trump in August angrily
accused Beijing of weakening its currency “to steal our
business and factories,” re-stating a long-standing griev-
ance. Chinese authorities in August allowed the yuan to
fall below 7 to the dollar, sending shudders through
stock markets at the time and stoking Trump’s ire.

“Over the summer, China took concrete steps to
devalue its currency,” also known as the renminbi
(RMB), and those moves “left the RMB at its weakest
level against the dollar in over 11 years,” Treasury said.

However, more recently it strengthened to 6.93 to the
dollar. Treasury said the new trade pact addresses cur-
rency issues. “In this agreement, China has made
enforceable commitments to refrain from competitive
devaluation and not target its exchange rate for com-
petitive purposes,” Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
said in a statement. However that commitment is identi-
cal to the one Beijing has long made as part of the
Group of 20 major global economies. 

China’s foreign ministry yesterday said it had “never
been a currency manipulator,” and that the United
States’ decision was “in line with the facts.”

“We have not and never will use currency exchange
rate as a tool to address trade conflict,” foreign ministry
spokesman Geng Shuang said at a regular press brief-
ing, adding that the International Monetary Fund had
found the yuan’s exchange rate “in line with the econo-
my’s fundamentals.” 

Symbolic move 
Though the semi-annual currency report always

gains attention as a key sign of relations between the
powers, the currency manipulator designation was
largely symbolic. The label calls for the US Treasury
committed to work with the IMF to “eliminate the unfair
competitive advantage” created by China’s alleged
actions and to consult with Beijing about the matter.

As part of the trade deal, “China has also agreed to
publish relevant information related to exchange rates
and external balances.” However, many economists
questioned the decision to label China a manipulator in
the first place. “China shouldn’t have been designated to
start with. Small current account surplus/GDP; scant
intervention,” Mark Sobel, a former Treasury official,
said on Twitter.

While he acknowledged the large trade surplus, he
said “economists disregard those.”

“RMB fell in response to Trump’s tariffs. Designation

was blatant/errant political act,” Sobel tweeted.
And China expert Martin Chorzempa said the

announcement was getting “way more attention than it
should, because it matters only on the most superficial
symbolic level.”

Mnuchin said the phase one deal is significant and
“will lead to greater economic growth and opportunity
for American workers and businesses.” However,
Treasury said Beijing still needs to take steps “to stimu-
late domestic demand and reduce the Chinese econo-
my’s reliance on investment and exports.” Top Chinese
trade envoy Liu He arrived Monday in Washington on
Monday ahead of Wednesday’s expected signing of the
agreement. After multiple rounds of tariffs, the US trade
deficit in goods through November 2019 was running at
over $320 billion, which is about $62 billion below the
same period of 2018.

Chinese customs data showed yesterday that China’s
surplus had dropped 8.5 percent in 2019 to $296 billion.
“Treasury remains disturbed by the persistent and
excessive trade and current account imbalances that
mark the global economy,” the report said. The US
Trade Representative’s Office announced over the
weekend that as part of the initial trade deal,
Washington and Beijing will hold “at least bi-annual”
meetings-something that previous administrations did
for years but that Trump scrapped in favor of a more
aggressive approach.

Mnuchin and Federal Reserve Governor Jerome

Powell are also will conduct macro-economic meetings
with top Chinese officials “on a regular basis,” USTR
said. The currency report had eight other countries on
the “monitoring list” due to concerns about their cur-
rency practices: Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, South
Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Switzerland, and Vietnam.

Trade surplus
China’s trade surplus with the United States nar-

rowed last year as the world’s two biggest economies
exchanged punitive tariffs in a bruising trade war, offi-
cial data showed yesterday.

The figures were released just a day before the US
and China are expected to sign a “phase one” agree-
ment that marks a de-escalation in their two-year con-
flict. The perennial US trade deficit with China has been
a major source of anger for President Donald Trump,
who has slapped tariffs on hundreds of billions of dol-
lars’ worth of Chinese goods, triggering tit-for-tat
responses from Beijing.

China’s surplus came in at around $295.8 billion in
2019, down 8.5 percent from the previous year’s record
$323.3 billion, according to customs data.

In December, its surplus with the US was around
$23.2 billion, down from $24.6 billion the month before.
As part of the interim trade deal, Beijing will buy an
extra $200 billion of US products over a two-year peri-
od, according to Washington officials. China has yet to
publicly confirm the figures. — AFP
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BEIJING: This photo illustration shows a Chinese 100 yuan notes (red color) and $100 notes in Beijing yesterday. The United States removed the currency manipulator label it imposed on China last summer, a sign of easing ten-
sions between the economic powers after nearly two years of conflict. — AFP
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China’s trade surplus with US dropped 8.5% to $296bn in 2019

US lifts currency manipulator label on China

Germany vows 
62bn-euro
injection into
railways
BERLIN: The German government
yesterday agreed to pump 62 billion
euros ($69 billion) into its rail network
as part of a wider plan to promote
greener transport.

“We’ve just signed the biggest pro-
gram of modernization ever in
Germany,” said Transport Minister
Andreas Scheuer, adding that “this is the
decade for railway”.  Besides the mas-
sive sum stumped up by the state,
German rail operator Deutsche Bahn will
also plough an additional 24 billion
euros into the renewal program.

The investments will go towards
“replacing obsolete installations”,
improving access for disabled passen-
gers as well as renovating rail bridges,

said Scheuer.
Deutsche Bahn chief Richard Lutz

called the unprecedented cash injection
the “biggest investment and growth pro-
gram in the railway’s 180 years’ history”.
He vowed to improve punctuality-a
major turn-off for commuters-but also

called for patience as the upgrade will
undoubtedly bring disruption.

Getting more people to switch from
cars and plains to trains is central to a
package aimed at helping Germany
ensure its 2030 emissions are 55 per-
cent lower than 1990 levels. — AFP

Saudis pledge to
maintain oil 
market stability
RIYADH: Saudi Oil Minister Prince Abdulaziz
Ben Salman said Monday the kingdom has taken
every step to secure its oil facilities and guaran-
tee market stability amid rising regional tensions.

The US drone strike that killed Iranian gener-
al Qassem Soleimani on January 3 has exacer-
bated fears of broader conflict in a region that
has seen attacks on ships and Saudi oil facilities
in the last year.

“We have taken all the possible precautions,”
Prince Abdelaziz told the opening of the 2020
International Petroleum Technology Conference
in the eastern Saudi city of Dhahran. The minis-
ter said Saudi Arabia’s oil production would hit
9.77 million barrels per day in January and
February.

In December, in the presence of the OPEC
cartel and 10 other oil producing countries, the
kingdom announced it would cut its production
in order to support prices. Just before Saudi oil
facilities were attacked in September, Saudi

Arabia was pumping 9.9 million barrels per day,
or nearly 10 percent of world demand.

“There exists no other surer and more
responsible source (of oil) than the kingdom of
Saudi Arabia,” Prince Abdelaziz said. “When the
kingdom’s oil facilities were attacked several
months ago, we acted quickly and have main-
tained stability of oil supplies and that’s what
counts for consumers,” the minister said.

“We protected the world economy,” he
added. Drone and missile attacks on Saudi
Aramco oil facilities in September, blamed on
Iran, slashed crude production from the world’s
top oil exporter by almost half. And a string of
attacks on vessels in the troubled waters of the
Gulf last year, which Washington and its allies
blamed on Iran, also stoked fears for the security
of global supply.

Prince Abdelaziz said the September crisis
“showed the Saudi oil sector’s flexibility and the
Saudi leadership’s long-term strategic vision, as
well as Aramco’s quality and strength.” Saudi
Aramco last month floated its shares on the stock
exchange for the first time but was hit more than a
week ago by a panicky sell off amid Iranian vows
of retaliation for Soleimani’s killing. “Faced with
tensions that persist in our region, Saudi Arabia
will continue to do what it can to guarantee the
stability of oil markets,” the minister said. — AFP

BERLIN: (Right to left) Richard Lutz, chairman of German railway operator Deutsche
Bahn (DB), German Finance Minister and Vice-Chancellor Olaf Scholz, Transport
Minister Andreas Scheuer, and DB board member Ronald Pofalla pose after signing
an agreement on railway modernizations yesterday in Berlin. — AFP


